VisionBody EMS Wireless System
EMS training from VisionBody.
The unique, exceptional EMS technology opens up limitless possibilities for your body.

The time is Right.
No cables and no wet training suits.

EMS training without limits.
Put your PowerSuit on, start the app and get going. It could not be simpler. You do not require any additional staff to install electrodes or spray down your client with water. There are no annoying hindrances due to cables or plugs.

The VisionBody system is one of the most innovative technologies in the field of EMS training. VisionBody is new, different, more effective and more flexible in its possibilities than any other EMS device on the market. VisionBody stands for the most variable and effective training there has ever been in the EMS field. It uses a highly dynamic arbitrary waveform modulation that adapts automatically and on a customized basis to the individual user.

VisionBody is developed and manufactured in Germany. It is a German brand product. Its craftsmanship, design, operation and reliability fulfill the highest German quality criteria and naturally fulfill the highest standards of a German certification.
EMS training at the highest level.
The unique VisionBody technology does not stand only for intensive full-body muscle training.

**Use it for many other training levels.**
Fit boxing, functional training, abdominal-legs-buttocks, running, cycling, Pilates and Yoga too? Surely not? Yes, YOGA too!

With VisionBody, you can adapt your training to your customers on an individualized basis. With us much dynamism and motion as you consider reasonable.

Experience from over the years; show clearly that performing static exercises is not enough for the customer in the long term. They want varied training. Combining the VisionBody EMS training with a functional training. Thus your body will remain strong and flexible for many years.

Whether you want to go cycling or running or do other sports, with VisionBody you can reach the goals you have set. Easily, quickly and effectively.

And so that your customers feel good all round, the VisionBody system works cable-free, without plugs and without wet training suits.
Discover the fantastic possibilities of the VisionBody system.

The training flow (program selection, start, stop, level change) is controlled by a trainer using a Master VisionBody Pad.

The Master VisionBody Pad is used to manage the combining and controlling of several VisionBody boxes.

Activation takes place as an option directly in the app on the iPad via an individual code.

The VisionBody group training leads you and your customers into a new dimension of the VisionBody training technology.

It is possible to upgrade the VisionBody system to group training.

The new dimension of group training.

The VisionBody Tower.
Group training is an optional extension of the VisionBody system. It allows training in groups of up to 8 people.
Rehab training for 55+
Many people of 55 years of age and older notice one day that their general ability to perform is diminishing significantly. Targeted exercise supported by EMS prevents a large number of physical ailments. It has a positive effect on one’s mental condition and prevents or corrects numerous limitations of the locomotive system.

In back training, for example, the deep muscles of the back and the torso are stimulated so that painful problem areas are strengthened and muscular imbalances are balanced out. In addition, regular training keeps one feeling energetic and young.

EMS has its roots in physiotherapy. It is used as a rehabilitation measure for example when targeted, gentle muscle development is required after injuries. Individual muscle groups can be trained in a targeted fashion.

Continuous training developed new cell structures in the body. Increased strength, mobility and endurance are the goal. Here, EMS training provides considerable support.
The VisionBody PowerSuit. We focus on hygiene.

The VisionBody PowerSuit feels almost like a second skin. The PowerSuit produces no odor problems whatsoever, as we use exclusively high-quality, anti-bacterial materials. The PowerSuits can be washed in the washing machine at 30 degrees Celsius with no problem and dries quickly. The PowerSuit is made of elastic materials. Accordingly, it adapts and conforms to the body.

In the breathable VisionBody PowerSuit, the electrodes for the neck, shoulders, back, buttocks, legs, abdomen and chest are embedded and manufactured using highly conductive material. The suit lies comfortably on the skin and you feel the full muscle concentration, even in extreme exercises.

The best thing is that the electrodes do not need to be dampened or sprayed. The customer puts his PowerSuit on independently, receives his VisionBody Box and starts his/her workout. This means a very high feel-good factor for your customers in the PowerSuit.

Your VisionBody PowerSuit is as flexible as you are.

When we speak of “high-class German craftsmanship”, we mean it. Our VisionBody EMS systems and suits are certified and TÜV-tested.
The VisionBody EMS Academy.
The fast entry into the world of EMS training.

2 days’ duration for 8 exercise units lasting 45 minutes each
This compulsory basic seminar communicates to you the fundamental content and essentials of EMS training with the unique VisionBody system. We thus enable you to start successfully straight away with an unsurpassed, effective training system. Technical and muscular-physiological connections along with training expertise and marketing support and conveys to you a practical way by professionals.

EMS VisionBody Functional Trainer (Bodyweight)
Acquire the basics of functional training with your own bodyweight and optimize your customer’s basic exercise patterns.

EMS VisionBody Functional Trainer (Tool Training)
Use small-scale equipment on a targeted basis in functional training for strengthening and correcting. Thus expand your exercise repertoire and quality of exercise to your customers!

EMS VisionBody Functional Trainer (High Intensity Training)
Short, highly intensive workouts appeal to ambitious sportspeople in particular.

EMS VisionBody GROUP Trainer
Train and motivate your groups and let each training session become an effective experience.

EMS VisionBody BOX Trainer
Combine the advantages of EMS training with a box-specific workout. Your customers will benefit from it with a mix of power, strength and cardio.

EMS VisionBody Prevention/Rehab Trainer 55+
Start your rehab training of the future with this advanced training. Conquer this large, ever-growing target group.
ENJOY your success with the VisionBody EMS Wireless System.
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